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LCP SENDS FIVE WRESTLERS TO EL PASO
All five come back with medals!

The second stage of the Texas 
Ironman Series was held in El Paso this 
weekend at the Edge of Texas 
Nationals.  The LCP Wrestling Club 
sent five wrestlers to this very tough 
tournament that attracted wrestlers 
from New Mexico, Colorado, Oklahoma 
and Texas.  All five of our wrestlers 
placed and brought home medals!

Tyler Young continued his 
domination of the “Ghost Town Division 
of Texas youth wrestling” D4 
Heavyweight.  Young wrestled three 
matches pinning each opponent.  Tyler 
hopes to spend the holiday doing 
something where there are more people 
to compete against like competitive 

eating against runway fashion models 
(You see runway models have a 
reputation for being on diets and Tyler 
competing against them in an eating 
contest pokes fun at there being no 
competition for him,... I’m telling you 
the joke works!).   

Will Spencer came back from the 
disappointment of finding out that road 
production of Wicked was coming to El 
Paso the following week and fought his 
way to 2nd Place in the D4 130 pound 
division.  This appeared to be a water 
shed moment for Will as this was the 
first time this season that he wrestled a 
Tournament nose bleed free.  The 
coaching staff agreed that the lack of 
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Sigh,... Sitting on Santa’s lap: 
My hand to God, Tyler said,”Can I 
wear the Santa hat and beard and 
have Will sit on my lap?”
     I guess Santa is going 
sleeveless to show off his guns 
this year?   
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nose bleed was most likely due to no one 
knowing Will like we all know Will.

Despite having a rather harrowing 
weight loss episode that involved law 
enforcement(see Training Alone: Starring 
John Geiger) John Geiger captured third 
place in a very competitive D3 70 Pound 
Division.

After an 0-2 showing at the Panhandle 
Nationals Lance Reed went through 
weeks of being called, “Daddy’s Little Girl” 
and being asked if he had planned to try 
out for the Silver Star Steppers when he 
started Middle School.  All of that was put 
to rest as Lance placed 6th with three 
wins at the D3 90 Pound division. 

Kyle Tibbetts strained his neck in first 
match of the day and quit complaining 

after none of the coaching staff believed 
him and thought he was being a wuss.  
The Novice continued to wrestle three 
more matches capturing sixth place.  

It was not until Sunday at McDonalds 
in Cedar Park that Kyle’s Grandmother 
asked coach Patrick, “Did you know Kyle 
hurt his neck and has a big lump there?”

Coach Reed’s response was 
something to the effect,”Uhh he talked 
about it after his first match but never 
brought it up again.  He acted like was 
fine.  I wasn’t the only coach there you 
know!”

Great job to all five of our wrestlers 
placing at a very tough tournament!  See 
more from  our trip to El Paso in: Just like 
Lubbock(but two hours longer).

TRAINING ALONE: 
STARRING JOHN 

GEIGER
Things did not get off to a 
great start for LCP as John 
Geiger had weight concerns.  
Parent of the Year 
candidate, Brent Geiger 
agreed with John that it 
would be a great idea for 
John to jog the last mile 
to the charter bus that was 
waiting at Vista Ridge High 
School.
     As coaches and 
athletes began to load the 
bus, there was still no 
sign of John.  Moments 
after Brent went looking 
for him a State Trooper 
pulled up letting 
John(playing the role of 
abandon child) out of the 
cruiser. 
    The Cedar Park District 
Attorney is currently 
trying to decide if they 
are going pursue a case 
against Brent.  We’d like 
to ask everyone from LCP 
Wrestling Club to be 
available should Brent need 
any character  witnesses.  

Goofing off in Van Horn, Texas.
The man in the upper left corner is none to amused.  Not the man you 
want upset at you guys.

Perp Walk:
Brent Geiger was released 
pending further 
investigation. 

Placers at the Edge of Texas
Tyler Young 1st Place 
Will Spencer 2nd Place  
John Geiger 3rd Place   

Lance Reed 6th Place  
Kyle Tibbetts 6th Place    
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 The Rookie/Novice contingent of 
the LCP Wrestling Club went to the 
Reindeer Brawl this weekend and posted 
some more great results.  
 Among the highlights was the 
coaching prowess of grizzled veteran 
wrestler Gage Leggett who coached his 
brothers to a perfect 7-0.  Caden Leggett 
went 2-0 to win the D3 95 Pound Weight 
Class while Landry steamrolled through 
the competition win all four matches at 
Tot 56. 
 Also catching the coaches eye 
was a match in which Jack Hood landed 
the Barbwire en route to a pin and third 
place.  Great job Jack, but unless you 
obtained prior written permission from 
Thomas Tolbert Enterprises™, "The 
Barbwire People" this will most likely end 
up in civil litigation.

	 To the right is a list of placers for 
the Reindeer Rumble, if your wrestler 
placed and is not listed please let me 
know and we will update the newsletter 
so that it is preserved correctly before it 
gets sent to the archives which reside in a 
vault in Zurich.

LCP CAPTURES 17 WINS AT REINDEER BRAWL 
The Leggett boys pitch a shutout! 

Kyle and Lance sit with an 
incredibly handsome coach
Having a post-tournament dinner at 
Peter Pan Pizza in El Paso, not as 
bad as that just sounded.

John and Brent allowed to visit 
after a brush with the law
But only if John wears a disguise.

Placers at the Reindeer 
Brawl

Caden Leggett 1st Place 
Landry Leggett 1st Place  
Jack McLaughlin 1st Place    
Bryce McLaren 2nd Place  
Quincy Lynch 4th Place    
Jack Hood 3rd Place 

Quincy Lynch Covers a Viper
Talented rookie and skilled orator 
did some great wrestling on 
Saturday
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MCLAREN / MCLAUGHLIN II = MCAWESOME!
The Re-Match lives up to the hype.

At the conclusion of MVM I 
which ended in overtime, all 
those in attendance knew one 
thing: "This ain't over, not by a 
site..."  It was such a big deal 
that all those in attendance 
agreed to use improper english to 
get their point across. 

After several training 
montages and moments of truth 
about what they are really doing 
this for, both wrestlers were ready 
to go at it once again. 

On Saturday at the Reindeer 
Brawl these two LCP Rookie 
Standouts faced off again in a 
thriller.  Once again Jack 
McLaughlin came out on top 

winning in 9-7 in triple overtime.  
Dude, I seriously need to see one 
of these matches.  Yes, there will 
be another one, because I think I 
speak for everyone when I 
say,”This ain’t over!”

In preparation for MVMIII 
Bryce will be training in a remote 
monastery in Nepal trying to learn 
the fighting tactics of the sherpa 
people who battle the Yeti year 
round.

Meanwhile Jack will be 
headed to Cambridge 
Massachusetts to work with the 
scientists at MIT to use cutting 
edge technology to his 
advantage.   

Caden covers his opponent for the pin!
Leggett collected two wins on Saturday with his brother Gage helping coach, Caden did not comment if 
that was actually an advantage or hinderance. 
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2011
Just like Lubbock 

but two hours longer
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Mostly alert and smiling faces
Also a straight necked Kyle. Yeah the 
trip must have just begun.  

Bus arrives at 9:55 and the pool 
close at 10:00
Just enough time.

Will gets ready to punch Tyler
Pretty much the nicest they were to each other the whole trip.
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(Left)I saw this on Gangland
Okay, I’m not a 100% sure but I think 
the moment I took this picture the 
boys became members of MS-13.  Sorry 
about that.  http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Mara_Salvatrucha

(Right)Cavalryman Statue
This statue is historically significant as 
it is on the way to the El Paso Convention 
Center from the Doubletree Hotel 

(Above)Desk Manager Photo Bombs the picture
As Tyler says,”Buddy the Elf what’s your 
favorite color?” Too Cool for school Will 
arrogantly drinks his Starbucks.  Does 
Kyle’s neck look crooked to you?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mara_Salvatrucha
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mara_Salvatrucha
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mara_Salvatrucha
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mara_Salvatrucha
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(Left)“Chief Tyler Wrangler” stops for a 
picture
Glen Young takes a moment to pose for a 
picture with his son and Lance.  As soon 
as the camera is put away Glen gives a 
demonstration of the “Double Backhand”

(Right) The trip is done!
The five LCP medalists along with two kids 
from Fort Hood.  A great Tournament for the 
Central Region.  Meanwhile Kyle cranes his 
neck.

(Above)You can actually see it...
Will Spencer’s IQ actually drops as he 
sleeps with the OSU blanket on him.

WATCH MOVIES
- Kung Fu Panda 2
- Zoo Keeper
- Rush Hour 2
- Legendary
- Grown Ups
- Win/Win
- Super 8 

PIT WILL & TY AGAINST 
EACH OTHER
- We were pleasantly 

suprised to find 
out that Tyler and 
Will would just 
about fight to the 
death for Gummi 
Bears.  This 
provided us hours 
of enjoyment.

20 HOURS ON A BUS, WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO?


